Science Fiesta 2020 at Goa Science Centre and Planetarium  
(26-28 February 2020)

Science Centre and Planetarium, National Science Museum-NCSM Ministry of Culture, Government of India is organising Science Fiesta 2020 on the occasion of the National Science Day during 26-28 February 2020.

On 26 February, Dr. PV Bhaskar, Scientist, National Centre for Polar and Ocean Research, talked about 'Polar microbes: Importance in global climate'. He also discussed on global climate change, nuclear energy and fuel conservation issues.

The chief guest was Dr. Puneet Kumar Goyal, Principal Secretary, Govt. of Goa. Guest of Honour Dr. Eknath Chakurkar, Director, ICAR-CCARI, appreciated NCPOR’s stall at the festival.

The three-day festival will provide information on rockets, solar cooking, climate transformation etc. Special demonstrations on liquid nitrogen, and solar cooking and workshops on rainbow fire will also be organised for the students.
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